What a Modern Insurance
Broker Looks Like
Benefit Selling’s 2015 Broker of the Year, Dave Contorno of Lake Norman

Benefits, was looking to leverage technology to strengthen his relationship with
his clients. Key to the process was finding a technology partner that shared his
vision of constant iteration, emphasis on great support and software that
improves outcomes.

Contorno had used multiple HR and benefit platforms but found most of them to

I was impressed by the
unrelenting dedication
Employee Navigator has to
listening to their users, and
using that feedback to rapidly
update and upgrade the
service.

be expensive, clunky, hard to use, and slow to respond to the ever-evolving

benefits and HR landscape, resulting in negative feedback from his clients. So,

Contorno went looking for a solution that would address these problems and a
partner that would mirror his focus on customer service.
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In January of 2014, Contorno selected Employee Navigator to provide a
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platform for benefits administration and compliance for his clients. “The

interface was clean and easy to use,” says Contorno. “I was impressed by the
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unrelenting dedication Employee Navigator has to listening to their users, and
using that feedback to rapidly update and upgrade the service.” In addition,
Contorno found the pricing to be a good fit for his agency.

“I haven’t seen any technology that can outdo Employee
Navigator,” says Contorno. “The combination of a solid
tech backbone and the knowledge and expertise of my
agency, means we can compete with the biggest
agencies out there, and blow away most.”
It has also proven fruitful, with 2015 revenue up 22% YOY. Contorno attributes a
significant part of that growth to Employee Navigator being a major part of the
client decision to do business with Lake Norman. Additionally, at a time when
many brokers are seeing declining productivity, LNB has seen revenue per

account manager grow by 18%. They have also been successful in winning
business from Zenefits, which would not have been possible without
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Contorno is excited to see the partnership continue to grow in the future.

“Employee Navigator is integral to what we do, how we service, and how we keep
our clients in compliance,” he states. “It’s a mandatory piece of doing business
with Lake Norman.”
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